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AUDIENCE COUNCIL ENGLAND 

BBC Mailbox, Birmingham; Tuesday 25 January 2011 

Present: 

Alison Hastings   Chair 

Christine Fanthome   Chair, London 

Wendy Andrews   Chair, East 

Felicity Harvest   representing South East RAC 

Stuart Paterson   Chair, West 

Bruce Thomas    Chair, North West  

Thelma Holland   Chair, South West 

Rob Fryatt    Chair, South  

Hannah Eyres    Chair, North East & Cumbria 

Phillippa Denton   Chair, East Midlands 

Belinda Channer   Chair, West Midlands 

Steve Marshall    Chair, Yorks & Lincs 

Ian Palmer    Chair, Yorkshire (from item 3.1) 

 

Apologies 

Jill Hogan     Chair, South East 

 

Trust Unit 

Louise Hall    Head of Governance & Accountability England 

Lydia Thomas Accountability Adviser, England  

Carol Webster Public Accountability Manager, North West, West Midlands, East 

Midlands 

Russell Thomas    Accountability Assistant, England 

 

BBC 

David Holdsworth   Controller English Regions (item 3.3 only) 

Craig Henderson   Head of Programmes, English Regions (item 3.4 only)  

Alan Ross    Head of Technology English Regions (item 4.1 only) 

Lucy Adams    Director Business Operations (item 6 only) 
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1. Announcements 

The Trustee welcomed Bruce Thomas to his first meeting as the new Chair North West and Felicity 

Harvest representing South East RAC.  The Trustee recorded her thanks to Rita Flanagan who had 

represented North West RAC at Audience Council England prior to the appointment of the Chair 

North West.   

  

2. Minutes of previous meeting and matters arising 

2.1 The minutes were approved as a true record.  

 

2.2. Matters arising 

All action points had been completed. The RAC recruitment trails on BBC Local Radio and television 

had been productive. Chair, North East & Cumbria had pre-recorded an RAC recruitment interview 

for BBC Tees. The Trustee was supportive of ACE members giving such interviews.   

 

Items carried over: no action was required for other items carried over at this time. 

 

The Trustee reminded members about future guests for the April 2011 business meeting which 

would be held in London rather than Bristol as previously advised. Helen Boaden, Director News 

would attend the dinner. Alix Pryde, Controller BBC Distribution and Andy Griffee, Editorial 

Director Project W1 would attend the meeting.  

 

On the request of a member, the Trustee gave a brief verbal summary of the November 2010 Trust 

meeting which had been held in Birmingham.  

 

No items were raised for Burning Issues or Any Other Business. 

 

3. Reports 

3.1 National Trustee: Trust Meetings 

The Trust minutes for 18 November 2010 and a summary of the 16 December 2010 Trust meeting 

were received.  The minutes for 16 December 2010 would be published on or after 10 February 

2011.The Trustee highlighted the audibility research; Putting Quality First; and the implementation of 

the licence fee settlement; and informed members about the range of Trust Service Reviews for 

2011.  RAC contributions to the Putting Quality First consultation would be accommodated within the 

2011 work plan.   

 

3.2 Head of Governance & Accountability England Report 

Members were updated on the 2011 recruitment which would close to applicants on 28 January 

2011. As of 24 January 2011, 1,636 online applications had been submitted and 435 requests for hard 

copy application forms had been logged.  Members discussed the wider demographic considerations 

and the recruitment process.  

  

Publication of the ACE e-newsletter had been delayed pending a Trust review of the four audience 

council websites. The intention was to publish two or three newsletters per annum.  
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The report on the Trust Review of Radio 3, 4 and 7 was due for publication in early February 2011. 

Kevin Blacoe, Strategy Adviser would be invited to the April ACE meeting to give feedback on the 

findings. 

 

Head of Governance & Accountability England was asked about the BBC Trust Unit reorganisation 

and any impact this might have on the England accountability team. Head of Governance, BBC Trust 

would be invited to the April ACE meeting to update members. The Trustee reminded members 

that a new Trust Chairman was also due to be appointed.  

 

3.3 Controller English Regions’ Report 

The BBC Online savings had been announced on 24 January 2011 with the loss of 35 posts in English 

Regions. The principal area of savings was in Features, to make the website more coherent and 

focused. Controller English Regions would monitor audience reaction over the year. 

 

Late Kick Off had returned for a new eight week series with a regular, secured 11.05pm slot.  

Controller English Regions was heartened by the editorial quality and welcomed members’ feedback. 

The Politics Show had also returned, with most opt-outs being pre-recorded on the Friday prior to 

broadcast for cost saving reasons. There was an option to go live on occasion in each local area, 

given the imperative to maintain the editorial agenda.  

 

Detailed qualitative in-house audience research was underway for the 6.30pm BBC regional news. A 

member said that this was helpful given the recent government announcements on Local TV. 

Controller English Regions said that BBC regional news was in a strong position and he saw the 

Local TV proposition as complementary rather than a challenge.  

 

The Trustee asked if there were any age-related presenter issues across English Regions. Controller 

English Regions said that the rota reflected a representative mix that he was proud of.  

 

A member asked about the impact of the BBC Online cuts on local weather information, being 

concerned that there may be a dilution of local weather information, particularly at times of crisis.  

Controller English Regions said that the BBC would in future be a smaller organisation and the 

challenge was to make this work. Where services were shared, as in the BBC Local Radio sharing 

pilots in Yorkshire and the South East, there would always be a mechanism to go more local in any 

emergency. Controller English Regions would welcome members’ views, particularly if there was any 

perceived diminution of quality. A member said that where there were geographical sensitivities, 

care was needed to ensure that these were handled appropriately. Controller English Regions 

agreed.  

 

A member asked if the loss of 35 English Regions online posts was fair and equitable compared with 

11 posts in BBC News. Controller English Regions explained that the cash target for each was 

similar. Asked if this was the first time the BBC had undergone such a change as a consequence of a 

licence fee settlement, Controller English Regions said this was not a new scenario but previous 

licence fee settlements had enabled growth. The overall decline in licence fee income was new.  
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A member asked if BBC Northampton was experiencing a managed decline, given the deterioration 

in technical equipment and the poor state of the property. Members considered that the BBC 

presence was an important part of an area profile and ‘local’ mattered. Controller English Regions 

was concerned about the potential for technical failure and also explained that the main working 

floor was inaccessible to some disabled staff members.  

 

A member raised three issues:  BBC One HD and the absence of provision for regional opt-outs 

across England; a request for more local events being included within BBC Children in Need regional 

coverage; and more coverage of BBC Sport’s Unsung Heroes, for example featuring the awards on 

Inside Out.   

 

Controller English Regions noted the comments. The question of regional opt outs on BBC One HD 

was an ongoing issue. It was agreed that members would monitor HD opt out provision and 

signposting to give feedback on this matter.  

 

A member valued the BBC’s online travel and weather service, particularly during the harsh winter 

weather, but raised a concern about the changing transmission time for Sunday regional news 

bulletins which did not appear to have a fixed place in the schedule. Controller English Regions 

agreed to check the audience figures against the variations for the slot and feed back to members.  

 

3.4 Craig Henderson, Head of Programmes English Regions 

Forty four programmes had been made in 2010/11 under the BBC English Regions Impact Fund, with 

a balance of journalism and culture. Members viewed a DVD showcasing the Impact Fund 

programmes.  

 

There was an increase in the number of English Regions programmes being shown on the networks 

either as a repeat or co-commission; for example Larkin’s Hull had been a co-commission with BBC 

Four. Head of Programmes English Regions was keen to see more Impact Fund programmes 

broadcast on the networks. Members agreed, particularly as the programmes represented the region 

both to itself and the wider nation.  

 

To mark the arrival of the Olympic Torch in 2012 there would be a specific programme in each 

region, containing a mix of news and culture. A member asked about reporting the Cultural 

Olympiad to ensure that the arts received appropriate coverage.  

 

The Trustee asked about the balance between journalism and features. Head of Programmes noted 

that while journalism-led content had impact and scored well in terms of wider audience impact and 

profile (newspapers, BBC networks etc), it did not necessarily deliver massive audiences for the slot.  

 

A member noted that the BBC profile had risen in the North East & Cumbria and considered the 

region’s Impact Fund programmes had contributed to this.  Members said that there was a value in 

seeing England represented at a local level across the networks and it was important to reinforce a 

sense of England and the English Regions.  
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Asked if the Putting Quality First strategy would put the Impact Fund at risk, Head of Programmes 

English Regions said that at least two thirds of the Impact Fund remained intact.  There was strong 

competition across English Regions to gain a programme commission. An internal website 

encouraged competition and pitching workshops were held for staff.  

 

RAC feedback would be sought to find out which Impact Fund programmes had been valued in each 

region and the reasons why. A schedule of Impact Fund programmes would be included in a Friday 

email for information.  

 

Head of Programmes English Regions thanked ACE members for their interest in Late Kick Off. The 

Trustee asked for RAC agendas to feature a standing item for regional programme feedback 

 

Head of Programmes English Regions noted a future project for English Regions in collaboration with 

BBC Knowledge to digitise all 200,000 publicly owned oil paintings registered with the Public 

Catalogue Foundation. A website would be launched in September 2011 on bbc.co.uk and there 

would be a broadcast programme in each English region to highlight local stories about the art 

works.   

  

4. Alan Ross, Head of Technology English Regions 

4.1 Update 2010/2011 

A critical challenge was lack of capital. BBC Northampton was a main casualty with both the 

property and technical facilities being in poor repair.  The station had routinely operated out of one 

studio for over a year and the second studio was not fully functional. Head of Technology English 

Regions worked to mitigate risks and a temporary facility overlaid on the current studios was being 

considered but was subject to obtaining landlord and planning consent to use the small car park. 

BBC Plymouth had also experienced delays to its relocation project due to property development 

issues.   

 

The Radioman system which had been groundbreaking a decade earlier was now aged and becoming 

unreliable. The ongoing cost of refurbishing BBC Local Radio stations and Radioman was not 

sustainable across 40 BBC Local Radio stations. A feasibility study was in progress at BBC Wood 

Norton for centralising and virtualising the technology in a concept named ViLoR. It was not at this 

stage known if ViLoR would reduce capital costs but it would reduce operating and support costs 

with all upgrades being activated from one central site.  

 

Future proposals for the technological development of the BBC fleet of radio cars were noted. 

Smart phones for reporters were being piloted with apps in development for newsgathering to 

enable reporters to edit and transfer content from the smart phones to the base production system. 

Investment had been secured to provide tapeless shoulder mount cameras, with training planned for 

March/April 2011. An investment proposal was in progress to upgrade the remaining editing systems 

for English Regions television features programmes, for example Inside Out, to include HD capability.    

 

Head of Technology English Regions set the investment challenges in context.  
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While the impact of technology or property concerns was not unique to English Regions there were 

problems of scale as there were 40 Local Radio stations and 15 television bases to factor in. While 

English Regions and BBC network news had shared challenges relating to ageing satellite trucks, 

other BBC divisions were moving to new purpose built sites such as Salford and W1, which 

immediately solved many technology or property concerns.  

 

Members asked about the quality of new technology devices such as smart phones for reporters; the 

ongoing challenges for BBC Northampton and the wider implications of premises maintenance for 

BBC Local Radio; the lack of investment in English Regions facilities over time, given the extension of 

Project England to 2017 rather than the original 2007; and the innovative solutions which had 

emerged.  

 

The Trustee noted the recent appointments of John Linwood, Chief Technology Officer and Ralph 

Rivera, Director of Future Media following the departure of Erik Huggers, Director Future Media & 

Technology to become Corporate Vice President and General Manager of Intel’s Digital Home 

Group.   

 

4.2 ACE discussion: England Technology matters  

Members discussed issues relating to technology development and Project England service activity in 

the context of the BBC Strategic Review and the update from Head of Technology English Regions 

under item 4.1.  

 

Members agreed that the BBC’s physical presence in a locality was important and that property 

should be fit for purpose and provide baseline facilities to a common standard. It was agreed that 

further research on England property and technology matters would be gathered ahead of the June 

ACE strategy meeting. The Trustee would visit BBC Northampton before the April ACE meeting.  

 

5. England Matters 

5.1 Digital Switchover (standing item)  

The next phase of digital switchover in England would begin in the Central and Anglia regions from 

30 March 2011.  Head of Governance & Accountability England asked if members had experienced 

any local pixelation problems. One member said pixelation was a regular occurrence.  The Trustee 

asked that pixelation be explored further with RAC members.  Members were advised that a Digital 

UK representative had been invited to the February 2011 East Midlands RAC meeting which might 

also provide an opportunity to discuss pixelation.   

 

5.2 Audience Councils’ Day: feedback 

The Trustee thanked the Chair, North East & Cumbria and the Chair, East for representing ACE at 

Audience Councils’ Day. Head of Governance & Accountability England informed members that it 

had been a valuable event with receptive responses from the Trustees and positive feedback from 

those attending.  
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5.3 ACE/RAC Work plan 2011/2012 (draft) 

Head of Governance & Accountability updated members on the draft ACE/RAC work plan 

2011/2012 which was currently a work in progress. 

 

The Trust Service Reviews for 2011/2012 were noted. Members agreed that:  

 BBC Local Radio review (September – November 2011) would be a major focus for both 

ACE and the RACs.  BBC Local Radio would be an agenda item at all RAC meetings during 

2011 to ensure that there was a broad spectrum of comment to feed into the review, which 

would also be the subject of the 2011outreach events.  

 BBC News Channel and BBC Parliament (May - July 2011) was likely to be jointly progressed 

with the other three national Audience Councils. 

 5 Live and Sports Xtra  (April – July 2011) would be reviewed by those RAC members who 

were specifically interested in the services. 

 Further work on the BBC Putting Quality First proposals would be determined once the BBC 

workstreams had reported their findings. 

 

A member asked about the status of BBC Asian Network. Head of Governance & Accountability 

said that more information would be available once the BBC Executive had detailed its proposals to 

the Trust.   

 

5.4 Audience Councils Protocol & ACE Terms of Reference 

Head of Governance and Accountability informed members about the updated Audience Councils 

Protocol which had been approved by the Trust at the December 2010 meeting. There were no key 

differences apart from the fact that the new Protocol was shorter than the previous version, with 

the detail in the Terms of Reference. All four Audience Councils shared the same Terms of 

Reference template; the only differences related to nation-specific matters.  

 

Members’ comments were invited ahead of the Trust signing off the Audience Council England 

Terms of Reference.  Members discussed the termination of membership section within Annex 1 – 

English Regional Audience Councils. It was agreed that the words ‘automatic’ and ‘consecutive’ 

should be removed from paragraph two, to clarify the meaning and allow RAC Chairs some 

discretion. 

 

6. Lucy Adams, Director Business Operations 

Director Business Operations explained her role and remit which now incorporated BBC Property 

in addition to BBC People. Her key responsibilities included BBC pensions, senior manager and 

Executive pay, Salford and the W1 Project, BBC World Service and BBC Online; she was also 

responsible for the English Regions property portfolio.   

 

The Trustee asked about the different workplace experiences across the BBC and how differences in 

facilities and services were managed in the best interests of staff and licence fee payers. Members 

asked about transferable skills, remuneration differentials, senior salaries, career progression and the 

attraction of the BBC brand to employees.  
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A member asked about the staff transfer process to Salford from London across all grades including 

senior management. Director Business Operations agreed to provide further information on the 

London to Salford staff transfer processes. 

  

7. Programme & Service Review 

7.1 November 2010 Outreach 

Head of Governance & Accountability England outlined the main findings of the November 2010 

outreach. The Trustee noted that in future, such reports would go to the Trust Audiences & 

Performance Committee as a matter of course. 

 

The Trustee invited comments. Members agreed that the report was an accurate summary. They 

considered that the outreach had been valuable and that BBC Online played a strong role in 

promoting learning. One member noted a narrowing of interest among some of the younger 

students who had been consulted but this was combined with real enthusiasm for the BBC as a 

brand.  

 

Members discussed the dual importance of RAC members’ networks contributing to outreach, and 

members’ attendance at such events. The Trustee thanked RAC members for their contributions 

and support and noted that active networks were very important to the work of the RACs; such 

information was captured as part of the recruitment process.  Members agreed to reiterate the 

importance of networks and attendance at outreach events. 

 

A member asked about facilitation training for RAC members. This would be discussed at the 

February 2011 England accountability team meeting as part of the council induction process.  

 

After discussion it was agreed that a single page overview would be added to the report. Members 

were invited to submit any further comments within one week, after which the report would be 

signed off.   

 

7.2 Spending Review season/Blue Peter 

The Trustee thanked RAC members for their comments. It was suggested that an overall summary 

of the key findings would be a helpful addition to future reports. 

 

8. Trust Business 

8.1 BBC Licence Fee Settlement/Strategy Review: RAC feedback 

The Trustee thanked RAC members for their contributions and feedback. No further comments 

were received. 

 

8.2  Progress on Coverage of the Four Nations 

The Trustee invited comments on the report which noted progress on BBC network news and 

current affairs coverage of the four nations in the UK.  

 

One member questioned the volume of crime stories and asked whether this was a fair reflection. It 

was suggested that the information for England be reported under regional headings.  The Trustee 

said that the report provided a snapshot for one week rather than full details across one year. 

Members agreed that a paragraph was needed to set the context of the week under review; more 

information was also required about the newsworthiness of the stories. It was agreed to raise these 

matters with Director, News at the April ACE dinner.  
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9. Burning Issues  

No burning issues were raised. The Trustee asked that any pertinent comments from RAC outreach 

be noted under Burning Issues as and when they arose.  

 

 

10. Any other business 

A member referred to the December ACE minutes, item 4.2 which noted that ‘further information 

on DAB would be sought’. Head of Governance & Accountability England said this had been 

addressed in the December action points. It was also an agenda item for the February RAC 

meetings. The Trustee asked for Accountability Adviser, England to progress any further questions 

on this matter.   

 

A member asked for more information about the BBC Local Radio shared content pilot and the 

steps that would be taken to accommodate extreme winter weather reporting; further detail would 

be sought from Controller English Regions.  

 

No further issues were raised. The meeting closed.  

 

Details of next meeting: 

Dates: Monday, 18 April (hotel to be confirmed) & Tuesday, 19 April 2011. 

Venue:  BBC Trust, Great Portland Street, London.  


